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RINL distributes 220 duel desk benches to Chandrampalem ZPHS under CSR
Sri Kishore Chandra Das, Director (Personnel) RINL, Visakhapatnam Steel plant presided over the
handing 220 dual desk benches to Chandrampalem ZP High School, Madhurawada under its RINL- CSR
Project "Pathasala ki Aabharanam".

Photo Caption: Sri KC Das, Director (Personnel) RINL-VSP interacting with the students after handing over the facilities to
ChandrampalemZPHS.

Speaking on the occasion, Sri Das exhorted the students to make use of the facilities provided by RINL
under CSR and emerge as best citizens by developing discipline and commitment towards studies. There is
an improvement in the attendance of the children after the facilities were provided and parents were willing
to send their children to schools, he said. Education, infrastructure and basic amenities like benches, desks,
toilets, safe drinking water etc., play a key role in ensuring attendance of children in the schools, he added.
RINL got these dual desk benches made through Govt. ITI, Gajuwaka through their CSR contribution of
Rs 10 lakhs so that it will help the ITI students in strengthening as well developing the skills in different
trades under the "Production cum Training Scheme". Sri PK Mohapatra, GM(Admn & Law), Sri G.
Gandhi, DGM(CSR) informed that, RINL has given another order to Govt ITI, Gajuwaka for making
around 600 dual desk benches to supply to some more schools in the district. In addition to promoting
education, RINL is carrying out various CSR activities in the focus areas like health, sanitation, skill
development, rural development, environment care, sports etc, in the surrounding areas of Plant as well as
Mines & Tribal areas of Visakhapatnam. RINL is always committed to improving its neighbourhood as a
part of its Corporate Social Responsibility. On the occasion, senior officials of RINL, Govt. ITI, Gajuwaka,
teachers and students of the school participated in the event. A "Swachhta Pledge" was also administered to

mark the occasion. The school Head master thanked RINL Management for their support in strengthening
&supporting the infrastructure in the school through its CSR.
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